
the diy 
movement 
is on fire
The ideas. The inspiration around what’s 
possible. The feel of the tools in your 
hands as you create. For makers, projects 
are as much about loving the process as 
they are about loving the results. That’s 
why Fiskars has designed and engineered 
an entire line of tools to give exceptional 
precision and unrivaled control to home 
décor and improvement projects – 
empowering you to DIY different. 
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diy tools



Precision Screwdriver
- Free-rotating handle leverages 

strength to drive screws with 
maximum downward force

- Quick-flip mechanism makes 
changing heads easy 
(extra heads included in shaft)

PowerCut™ Shears (8 in.)
- Strength-enhancing, curved, stainless 

steel blades for up to 2X more power 
vs. traditional scissors (patent-pending)

- Power through cardboard, cork, 
decorative metals, leather & other 
heavy-duty materials

- Serrated blade provides more 
accurate cuts on slippery material

Precision Hand Drill
- Cord-free design for hassle-free 

holes through dry wall, wood, 
laminate & more

- Softgrip® handle folds down for 
compact storage

- Hand crank offers precise, 
controlled power

- Keyless chuck for easy bit changes 
(4 standard drill bits included)

Precision Hand Saw
- Powerful, thin, triple-ground 

blade for controlled, precise cuts 
through wood, cardboard, dowels 
& more

- Sheath includes easy-to-read 
English and metric measurements

Precision 
Needle-nose Pliers
- Spring-action design helps 

reduce hand fatigue
- Includes wire cutter and 

needle-nose tip with textured 
teeth for more precision

Precision Wire Cutter
- Spring-action design helps 

reduce hand fatigue
- Sharp, angled edge for precise 

cuts on thicker wire

Precision Level
- Three vials and a top-view 

window provide accurate 
leveling and angling

- Magnetic strip and hang hole 
for easy use and storage

Tape Measure
- Locks in place for accurate 

measurements; resets easily with 
intuitive release button

- Non-glare tape features both 
English and metric measurements

Precision Staple Gun
- Powerful, yet lightweight for 

easy maneuvering in tight, 
awkward spaces 

- Handle locks in place for 
compact storage and reduces 
kick-back and fatigue

- Use on fabric, canvas, 
wood & more

Precision Hammer
- Perfectly balanced for precision 

and power 
- Forged, stainless steel head 

provides strength and durability
- Flared handle has two hand 

positions and non-slip grips to 
prevent slippage 

Precision Nail Starter
- Provides a striking platform for 

straight drives
- Safely removes fingers from 

striking zone

PowerCut™ Snips
- Strength-enhancing, curved, stainless 

steel blades for up to 40% more 
power (patent-pending)

-  Power through chipboard, burlap, 
cork, decorative metals & other 
heavy-duty materials

-  Includes wire cutter and a Micro-Tip® 
blade for hard-to-reach places

-  Spring-action design helps reduce 
hand fatigue


